Routine Care for your Waypoint
Cabinets

•

Dust frequently. Use a soft cloth such as flannel or an old tee shirt (no buttons or snaps). Never use any
cloth or cleaning pad with an abrasive surface. Avoid paper towels too. They can be abrasive.

•

Spills and spots need to be removed immediately with a lightly dampened soft cloth. Use a small amount
of mild detergent diluted in water if necessary. Follow by wiping with a dry cloth. Detergents with citrus
or ammonia are not recommended.

•

Cabinet surfaces with traditional wood finishes can be polished once every few months with a non-oil
based furniture polish. AVIOD: any polish containing silicone as well as paste waxes. Paste wax builds up
on the surface which will just attract more dirt. Cabinets with painted or Thermo-Foil finishes should not
be polished.

•

Glass inserts can be cleaned with regular window cleaner and a soft cloth.

•

Should something unusual happen, touch up materials will be needed. Fill-sticks are for deep scratches.
Use a soft cloth to remove excess. Markers areWaypoint Touch Up Kit included with every kitchen
sink baseappropriate for lighter scratches. A Touch Up Kit is packed in the sink base of every Waypoint
kitchen order for just this purpose.If hinges need adjustment, contact the Waypoint Partner Team
(1/877-957-7278) for instructions on how to adjust the particular type of hinges on the cabinets.

Waypoint’s Resilient Finishing System has a multi-step process that will look beautiful for years with just a
little care and regular maintenance. Oh, and happy spring house cleaning!

Waypoint suggests removing dust from cabinet frequently with a soft lint-free cloth. The cloth may be
slightly dampened with water or a spray type dust remover. Cabinet surfaces may be polished once
every few months with a high quality, non-oil based furniture polish. Do not use a paste wax type
material, as wax build-up is difficult to remove and will leave a residue that attracts dust and moisture
Polishes containing silicon should not be used.
Clean spill immediately. Use a clean cloth and mild soap if necessary. Wipe dry with a clean soft cloth.
Do not use detergents, citrus or ammonia based cleaners, steel wool, soap pads or abrasive cleaners.
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